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Security experts have long been saying that secure sys-
tems, and especially security standards, need to be
designed through an open process, allowing review by
anyone. Unfortunately, even openly designed stan-
dards sometimes result in flawed cryptographic sys-
tems. A recent example is the IEEE 802.11 wireless
LAN standard, in which several serious cryptographic
failures were found (see [1–3]) after millions of
flawed hardware devices were sold.

Finding a cryptographic design flaw in an approved
standard is bad news—especially after systems using it
are in widespread use. Such a flaw is typically costly to
fix. And, ironically, once a flawed system is widely
deployed, future fixed versions of the system will
almost certainly have a backward-compatibility mode,
making them vulnerable as well. Cryptanalyzing the
standard before it is ratified is clearly better for society
and better for vendors. But is it better for the cryptan-
alyst? Unfortunately, we shall see that the answer is
sometimes “no.”

Cryptanalysts are usually scientists who make their
own choices about which problems to work on. Fur-
thermore, scientific success is measured by publications.
Publishing high-visibility scientific articles in respected
journals or conference proceedings can help establish
academic fame, fortune, and tenure. So, consider a
cryptanalyst, Carol, who is looking for a project to
work on. Would she want to get involved in a standard-
ization effort?

Working on a standard has its own set of challenges.
A standards body involves many parties with conflicting
agendas, many of them powerful corporations. Further-
more, a standard is not measured by excellence or nov-
elty. It should be a working design that is an acceptable
compromise between the interests of all the parties
involved. In short, a standards body is not an environ-
ment that encourages scientific discourse. Finally, even
supposedly open standards bodies sometimes have
onerous requirements that may discourage scientists
from participating.

Suppose that despite the challenges, Carol does get
involved, and finds a cryptographic flaw in the stan-
dard’s draft. Would this advance her scientific career?
Unfortunately, not by much. First, it may be difficult
for her to get the standards body to take action, because
doing so might conflict with the interests of other par-
ties. Secondly, Carol can expect very little credit for her

contribution. A standard typically has no authors, and
only the standard’s editors are personally recognized. If
Carol tries to publish an article describing her discovery,
it will surely be rejected by any respectable scientific
venue: every standard goes through drafts, many of
them faulty; so, why should a specific flaw in an early
draft be interesting? Finally, if the standard ends up not
being used, then Carol’s work (indeed, the work of the
whole standards body) would go to waste.

Now consider what would happen if Carol finds the
same flaw after the standard has been ratified, and after
technology based on it is in widespread use. As an indi-
vidual, she has much more to gain. Her work has obvi-
ous technical impact, because, by choice, the standard is
already in use. She can certainly author an article about
her findings; publishing it in a top-notch scientific
venue would be relatively easy because of the public
interest. Furthermore, security vulnerabilities are con-
sidered newsworthy outside of scientific circles: report-
ing services for such discoveries (such as BugTraq and
CERT) have wide readership, and stories are occasion-
ally reported by the general media. Such publicity is an
effective way to cause Fortune 500 corporations to fix
their products. All this excitement can make Carol a
star in her field.

We see that for an individual scientist, cryptanalyz-
ing an established standard is, potentially, much more
rewarding than working to ensure the standard is secure
in the first place. Luckily for society, there are reasons
why many security standards do better than IEEE
802.11. Standardization is altruistic volunteer work for
many participants, and this includes cryptanalysts. Also,
cryptanalysts working in corporate research labs may be
well motivated to contribute to a standard. But the
basic conflict between the public good and the individ-
ual scientist’s interests is a cause for concern.
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